
 

“U.S. Markets Shrug-off Political Tensions,  
Surge to New Highs.” 

Market Update 
 
The market environment this year has been surprisingly mixed with a significant number of 
performance divergences amongst different asset classes. One’s individual investment experience 
in 2018 has primarily been decided by their asset allocation, or what percent of their investments 
they hold in these broad asset categories. Investors who hold mainly U.S. stocks, for example, 
have likely done well, while those in heavy bond and international allocations have fared worse.  
 
Here’s the market scorecard so far in 2018: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The U.S. stock market, for example, receives the greatest amount of media attention and it has 
been broadly positive. Most US based stock indexes have recovered from a February sell-off and 
are now trading at or near all-time highs.  
 
These gains have been fueled by surging corporate profits which have been turbo-charged by both 
an accelerating economy and the recent reduction in the corporate tax rate. (Cont.) 
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Index YTD Return 

(9/30/18) 

Dow Jones (DJIA) 7.0% 

International Stocks (DJ Global ex-US) -5.2% 

US Small Stocks (Russell 2000) 10.5% 

Bonds (Barclays US Agg Bond) -1.7% 

Inflation (US CPI) 2.7% 
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Economic Update 
 
The U.S. Leading Economic Indicators (LEI)  
continue to show strength indicating a high 
likelihood of continued economic growth into 
2019. The LEI has been a successful predictor of  
future recessions since WWII. 
 
Since approximately 70% of the U.S. economy is    

driven by consumer spending, it is often helpful to 
look into metrics associated with the economic 

health of consumers.  

For example, I am interested in: 

Jobs. Obviously, consumer spending starts with 
jobs as unemployed folks are limited in their 
spending. The jobs picture looks extremely  
positive with the current unemployment rate near 
all-time lows. 
 
Confidence. Consumers must feel confident 
about their current and projected economic  
condition before they spend freely. Consumer  
confidence is also at all-time highs. (Cont.) 
 
 

Source: The Conference Board 

Source: The Conference Board 

Market Update (Cont.) 
 

International stock markets, however, have been mainly negative thus far in 2018. This is due, in 
part, to the on-going trade and tariff conflicts much of the world is experiencing with the U.S.  Also it 
is a reflection of sluggish economic growth rates in many international developed economies as  
compared to the U.S.  I wouldn’t expect the divergence between U.S. and International stock  
performance to last forever, but it could continue throughout 2018 and into 2019.  
 
Finally, bonds, or fixed income investments, have also performed poorly this year. Most bonds have 
a negative total return so far in 2018. Mostly, this is a function of rising interest rates. All else being 
equal, rising interest rates tend to decrease the value of existing bonds. How long and to what extent 
interest rates continue to rise is a matter of much speculation amongst economists and market  
observers. My sense is that rising rates with corresponding pressure on bond prices will continue for 
at least the immediate future.  
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Economic Update (Cont.) 

 
Debt. High debt levels among consumers is typically a warning sign. Fortunately, the current debt  
service level for individuals is very manageable.  
 
Savings Rate. Similarly, if folks aren’t saving, it bodes poorly for future spending. However, the 
current savings rate looks healthy. 
 
Job Security. Corporate profits in the U.S. are at all-time highs which suggests that they will be 
unlikely to lay-off employees any time soon. 
 

Disclaimer: The material shown is for informational purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future performance, and all investments are subject to the 

risk of loss. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially from those 

anticipated in forward-looking statements. As a practical matter, no entity is able to accurately and consistently predict future market activities. While efforts are 

made to ensure information contained herein is accurate, Lokken Investment Group, LLC cannot guarantee the accuracy of all such information presented.  

Material contained in this publication should not be construed as accounting, legal, or tax advice. This message is intended to be educational in nature, and does not 

represent tax or legal advice. Lokken Investment Group, LLC is neither an accounting firm nor a law firm, and we encourage the reader to consult a tax or legal 

expert for specific tax or legal advice. The information provided is derived from sources deemed to be reliable, but we are unable to guarantee its reliability. For 

more information about Lokken Investment Group, LLC and services provided, please contact us at jlokken@lokkeninvest.com, or 302-645-6650. 

US Household Debt Service as 

Percent of Disposable Income 

US Corporate Profits (NSA) 

Currently at 10.21% 

Currently at 2.242% 
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Valuation Analysis 
 
Although current economic conditions are quite favorable for investors, we must also be  
concerned with valuation.  Rising asset prices increase the danger that investors might be  
overpaying. How can we tell if stocks, for example, are in a “bubble” similar to the late 1990s? 
 
We can look at the valuation of stocks in a vacuum by calculating the current price/earnings ratio 
(P/E). Currently, the forward P/E ratio of stocks in the U.S is approximately 17.   
 
However, to put the current P/E ratio in context we should evaluate it versus other investment  
options. To do so we could calculate the current yield of “risk free” investments versus the yield of 
corporate bonds (being a lender) versus the earnings yield of stocks (the inverse of P/E). This data is 
widely available and this is how it graphs: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In my experience, the above valuation analysis looks normal and in-balance. An investor is getting 
paid a higher yield for taking incrementally more risk. This is as it should be. But, it is not always the 
case. During the late 1990s stock market bubble, for example, the earnings yield was actually quite 
lower than both the “risk free” rate and the available bond yield. 
 
In sum, the U.S. economy is showing no signs, in my opinion, of slowing down. The recently enacted 
tax-cuts along with high consumer and business confidence is spurring strong growth that is likely 
to last well into 2019. 
 
Further, asset prices appear to be in equilibrium and not exhibiting signs of a “bubble.” At this time, 
I see no reason to suggest significant changes to client investment strategies. However, I know that 
this favorable and benign environment will not last forever.  (Cont.) 
 

 

Source: WSJ, 10/1/18 
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                                    PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION 

 

One of my responsibilities here at Lokken Investment Group includes researching  
Mutual Funds and ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) that are held in our investment  
models. As Jon Lokken has alluded to, the current expansion is getting long in the 
tooth. At some point in the not-too distant future, we will likely experience another 
recession.  
 

We are always preparing for the storm. As such, it is important to have a game plan in place. Knowing the 
types of investments and strategies to employ in portfolios before market volatility is  
important. 
 
Our process is a top down approach and is continually monitored, especially in the latter parts of a business 
cycle. To give a personal example, it is very similar to raising my son Levi, who is now 10 months old. Levi 
has mastered the art of crawling and exploring. However, with this new found freedom and change...comes 
new dangers! In comparison, the funds that currently may be working the best and for which we have the 
highest conviction for— could in fact change, and become riskier investments. We need to stay vigilant as 
markets change with diligence and oversight to avoid unnecessary risk in our clients portfolios. 
 
How does this process work? Once we have nominated a fund, it is placed on our watch list where we  
observe it daily. This allows us to compare it to funds we are currently utilizing.  We are looking for  
consistency. There are  65,507 funds/ETFs available. Once we determine the appropriate allocation in a  
specific objective, the funds/ETFs are screened based upon that criteria (e.g., Emerging Markets Equity). This 
initial screen brings us from over 65,000 funds down to 5,573. From there, we further screen funds/ETFs and 
look for exposure that is currently not being fulfilled by the other investments in the portfolio.  
We look for management tenure, performance, and most importantly, risk measurements and then ask the 
question “How have these funds tolerated volatility compared to the overall asset class?” At this point, we 
have gone from 65,000 funds/ETFs to now 50-100! (Cont.) 

Valuation Analysis (Cont.)  
 

Although we don’t know when a recession will arrive nor what will precipitate its occurrence, we do 
know with absolute certainty that a recession will occur and with it the need for portfolio changes. 
 
Therefore, we are spending significant time developing strategies that we might use in preparation 
for the next recession. Our new associate Sean Merlonghi, who is both a Financial Advisor and  
portfolio manager for our firm, is heading the research effort into funds and other investments we 
might utilize.  
 
I thought it would be useful to hear directly from Sean and have included his commentary on  
portfolio construction below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sean Merlonghi, APMA®  
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION (Cont.) 
 

From there, we put in the additional hard work of continued screening and discerning the winners. We have 

to understand who exactly these companies (and managers) are, and how they operate. It is much more 

than a Morningstar Report that has star ratings. We want to know— how well will a specific fund play in the  

sandbox with others (correlation)? And, how much of the managers’ own assets have he or she convicted to 

the strategy. Lastly, we ask “Does the company have excellent retention?” 

 

Morningstar rating systems certainly are helpful and give us an idea of how we got here...but, they are no  

indication of the future. For example, we want to know, “Are the company’s strategies comprehensible?” 

and “Have they stayed true to their strategy in a “Bear” market?” These are a couple of the numerous  

questions that must be answered before going any further.  

 

Bottom line?   
 

The purpose of our process is to create efficiency in our portfolios and this is done by mitigating risks. Our 

goal is to take no more risk than is necessary to meet client objectives.  

Lokken Happenings… 

 

 Jessica Bimonte has joined the LOKKEN team as a Client Associate  

       supporting our operations team and overall client relations.   

 

       Jessica is a 2016 graduate of  Virginia Tech. Outside of work she can be  

       found riding her horse Harley. Please join us in welcoming Jessica! 

 

 We are also excited to announce that Sean Merlonghi has acquired the Accredited  Portfolio   

        Management Advisor APMA® designation! 

 

 We’ve kicked off our monthly seminars at the Lewes Public Library. Our next seminar is on  

      Wednesday, October 17, 2018 from 10:00 AM to Noon. The topic is on “Annuities: The Good,  

      The Bad & The Ugly.”  If you would like to attend, please email Sarah Gordon at    

      sgordon@lokkeninvest.com or you may register through our website at www.lokkeninvest.com. 

 

 SAVE THE DATE: Our “Annual Client Briefing” is on Wednesday, November 7th at the Atlantic Sands 

Hotel &  Conference Center in Rehoboth Beach, DE from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM. Look for invitations in 

the mail mid-October.  For clients who are not able to attend, meeting materials will be available.  

Jessica & Harley 


